Shooting lesson

Shooting lesson
Sun

Excuses or challenges? Your choice

Gamebirds don't like flying into the sun, for the
same reason we don't like looking into it – the
burning glare dazzles to the point where we
can't see what we are doing.
So, if it’s sunny, the gamekeeper will try
to use game drives that push the birds away
from the sun, so that they rise fearlessly and
high. Unfortunately this might not always be
possible, which means that on some pegs in
the gunline it is quite likely you may be looking
into the sun.
Fieldcraft and preparation is the answer.
There is absolutely no sense in trying to shoot
a target flying through the sun because you
will lose contact with the bird, miss, and end
up seeing green blobs in your eyes for half an
hour afterward.
The answer, of course, is to set your feet
so that you take the bird to your right or left,
and possibly slightly behind. Remember, too,
that there may well be nicely presented birds
that your neighbouring Guns miss or ignore
because of the sun. The birds they miss/leave
will now present themselves as good crossing
targets for you, in non-dazzling positions. Plan
ahead and get ready to move your feet.
Finally, don't forget to pack your sunglasses
for every shooting trip. I use clip-ons of various
tints on my prescription shooting glasses and
they are immensely beneficial.

There are more problems encountered in gameshooting,
although these variables are often used as excuses
for missing during the post-shoot autopsy
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The Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors was formed in the
1980s to provide qualified
coaches with opportunities
for further professional
development, by the provision of
seminars, workshops, practical
activities and educational visits.
ICSI coaches can be found at
www.ICSI.org.uk

Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman
of the Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors and a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association senior coach.
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o win a clay competition on
Sporting targets you will need to
hit about 80 or 90 per cent of the
targets set up by some clever chappie
to challenge you, in singles or pairs.
Compare this with the usual
performances achieved in gameshooting,
where anyone killing one in three
pheasants is considered a pretty good
shot. And one in two marks you down
as someone pretty special indeed.
Of course, in the game field, every target
is different in terms of height, direction,
curl of flight and speed, but there are some
transferable skills from clays to game and,
by the same token, from game to clays.
As we have discussed before, don't
let anyone tell you that clays and game
are inherently different as, for example:
''clays slow down… game speeds up.''

This is not necessarily so – the reverse can
occur depending on the presentation of
either type of target.
Feather or pitch, it doesn’t matter, both
are simply targets moving through the air
and all we need to know is where to place
the gun muzzles and shot pattern to hit
them both, but I acknowledge it can be
a rather big “all”.
However, there are other problems that
are encountered much more frequently in
the gameshooting field. These variables
are often quoted as excuses for missing
during every post-shoot autopsy.
One of my colleagues in the industry
used to say: “We don't have problems,
we have challenges and opportunities.”
So let’s turn the problems into
opportunities using nothing more
than good old fashioned fieldcraft.

Don’t forget to pack your sunglasses
for every shooting trip

Mud

Uneven ground

Heavy, wet mud is the
biggest killer of foot
movement, and foot
position is the foundation
of good shotgun shooting.
If it’s difficult to move
quickly to take a crossing
target out to right or left
in all the plother then it
is not worth the bother
– you are going to miss
because your upper body
locks up as you try to
rotate, and you run
out of swing.
Choose realistic
pheasants or partridges
within your comfortable
arc of movement.
One clean kill in your
“operational area” is
much more rewarding
than speculative stabs at
birds, with your feet in
the wrong position.

Bad underfoot conditions are very rarely
encountered in clay shooting unless
the course setter has a particularly
Machiavellian nature.
In gameshooting, unless the shoot
manager has dug out platforms or
provided level wooden shooting stands
for safety reasons, you are unlikely to be
placed on the side of a steep hill.
But even in the bottom of a valley
or out on a ploughed field, the terrain
at your peg is likely to prove uneven
and not completely level. In these
circumstances the first pillar of good
shotgun technique – footwork – needs
addressing. Preparation is vital. On a
slope, a turn to the right will cause the
right shoulder to drop and vice versa with
a turn to the left. Either way the muzzles
will be pulled under the target so keeping
the gun on the flightline of the bird
becomes a real challenge.
Plan ahead and try to anticipate which
way the birds are likely to go and set your
feet up accordingly, in the most effective

Mud is the biggest killer
of good foot movement
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Rehearse the anticipated gun movement to
check you can produce a controlled swing

position. If necessary, stamp out a level
platform in the soft earth. Rehearse the
anticipated gun movement a few times

with an unloaded gun to check that you
can produce a controlled swing whichever
direction and line the birds take.
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Wind
If all pheasants flew at 40 to 45mph in
level flight the sport would lose much of
its challenge. But thankfully, they don’t.
Add a 20mph tail or side wind and the
whole gameplan changes. The same goes
for those flushed off the top of a wooded
hillside, where they fly downhill, gathering
speed as they go.
A 75mph pheasant is really shifting and
needs a lot of lead or forward allowance.
And the Gun needs to read the line of
flight very carefully.
The same goes for birds in crosswind,
so an oncoming 45mph pheasant might
also be moving sideways at 20mph or
more. This is very challenging shooting.
The pheasant, which looks initially like a
target for the Gun on peg two can rapidly
be turning into your pheasant on peg five!
Target selection is paramount in these
circumstances and fieldcraft is challenged
to the utmost in identifying which target
to go for.
Foot movement becomes critical
and having selected your pheasant it is
important you do NOT change your mind

Countless pheasants and partridges are
missed due to indecision and vacillation

at the last moment. Countless pheasants
and partridges are missed due to
indecision and vacillation.
Here, the shooting technique “point at it
and pull ahead” really does help in target
selection. It establishes line of flight and
minimises the risk of the shotgun moving
off a bird’s line of flight.
With this method, the brain, eyes and
hands all operate in unison with the gun
and the target moving at the same angular

speed. All we have to do now is establish
the correct lead or forward allowance…
A stiff crosswind can push up target
difficulty on high pheasants for a Gun who
is usually a three to one ratio out to five or
seven or even 10 to one cartridge to kill ratio.
In situations like this it is difficult not to get
downhearted, but if you focus on good foot
movement, good observation of the flightline
and good gun-mounting skills, you will shoot
your share of the bag, possibly more.

Rain

Drying your gun after each drive will
make gun handling a little more tolerable
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I don’t know anyone who likes shooting
with a wet gun, but gameshooting is a
winter sport and we should expect some
rainy days, so dress for the weather and
try to forget it.
Fortunately the day when it starts
with steady rain and then turns really
persistent are relatively few and far
between, but last season I was loading
for a client near Pateley Bridge in the
Yorkshire Dales when it did just that. Two
high quality shooting coats, leggings over
waterproof breeks, several towelling
neckties, four caps, several gun towels –
all proved useless. I was literally soaked to
the skin all over at an early close of play.
As Winston Churchill said: “KBO”. I’ll
leave you to investigate the meaning…
On days such as this you must keep
some old towel to dry your gun after
each drive because it makes gun handling
a little more tolerable. And a cloth to
wipe your shooting glasses reduces
quite considerably the number of birds
that you can see in the air at the same
time during a drive!
So there’s a selection of excuses for
missing. Or maybe next time, there will be
a few more birds in the bag for dinner.
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